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Abstract
Due to the ncrease n urban populaton and the rsng 
cost of provdng housng, the sze and qualty of 
dwellng space n the cty has become an ssue.  Asan 
ctes lke Hong Kong and Tokyo have already shrunk 
the normal lvng space to accommodate more unts n a 
development.  Tape, Sngapore, and Shangha are also 
evolvng toward the same soluton.  Ths dssertaton 
argues that there are alternatve ways to desgn and 
reshape our dwellng space to create an effcent space 
based on human body movement and at the same tme 
retan spatal qualty1.  Dance can be seen as creatng 
extreme body movements compared to our daly 
movement, so the hypothess of ths dssertaton s that f 
a space can accommodate dance movement, then most 
lkely t wll be a comfortable space for daly movement. 
The study begns wth a hstorcal research of space, 
ncludng the concept of space, human use of space, 
and body movement n the space.  Rudolf Laban’s 
theory of dance movement s one of the man deas 
nvestgated and renterpreted for the research and 
desgn dssertaton.  To understand the human daly 
movement, data gatherng s key to the thess.  The 
	 	For	the	purpose	of	this	study,	spatial	quality	is	defined	as	visual	
experience,	lighting	quality,	and	ventilation	quality.
subjects of study are from both dance body movement 
and daly body movement. A vdeotapng process s used 
to record these movements.  Durng the data collectng 
process, both two dmensonal and four dmensonal 
methods2 are used. The frst phase records the body 
movements and translates these nto two dmensonal 
mages.  These mages are smulated nto three 
dmensonal representatons. 
In the desgn phase, computer models are made wth 
Rhinoceros, Maya, 3D Studio Max, and MotionBuilder to 
smulate the new space prototype and body movements 
based on the analyzed nformaton to create more 
effcent spaces that also provde a better qualty lvng 
envronment.  
	 	Four	dimensional	is	a	combination	of	three	dimension	and	the	
time	factor,	can	also	be	called	3D	animation.
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Introduction
What is architecture?
Throughout sx years of academc educaton n 
archtecture, many people have asked the queston: 
what s archtecture?  My understandng of archtecture 
s a combnaton of art and structure.
art + structure = archtecture
There s a dfference between “buldng” and 
“archtecture”.  A buldng wthout an aesthetc desgn 
s stll a buldng, but t s not consdered archtecture. 
There s always a dscusson about form follows functon 
or functon follows form. Form s usually the shape or 
the vsual appearance of the buldng and functon s 
mostly assocated wth human actvty or the program of 
the project.  Functon followng form desgn corresponds 
to Frank Gehry’s work wth crazy forms.  Form follows 
functon desgn usually ends up beng box-lke whch s 
how most buldngs look n today’s world. In ths type only 
after the external shapes are desgned wll archtects 
then start fttng users nto the pcture.
Ths dssertaton argues that snce archtecture s desgn 
for human use, why not put the body nto the pcture 
frst and desgn everythng around the human.  We do 
not move “box lke” and we can only reach so far n a 
space, so why do we create spaces that do not ft our 
needs?  One of the reasons that archtects do not desgn 
ths way s because there s not enough nformaton on 
how people move and use the space.  Smple human 
dmensons have been the prmary data for archtects. 
The study of human movement can become a new focus 
to desgn more completely for humans. 
“Yet it is curious that most of 
the concern with functionalism 
has been focused upon form 
rather than function. It is as if the 
structure itself – harmony with the 
site, the integrity of the materials, 
the cohesiveness of the separate 
units, has become the function. 
Relatively little emphasis is placed 
on the activities taking place inside 
the structure...Architecture may 
be beautiful, but it should be more 
than that; it must enclose space in 
which certain activities can take 
place comfortably and efficiently.”3
- Robert Sommer
Living space
Home s a concept, t s a psychologcal space.  When 
3	 	Robert	Sommer,	Personal space; the behavioral basis of design, 
A	Spectrum	book;	(Englewood	Cliffs:	N.J.,	Prentice-Hall,	969).	3,4.
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we say to go home t means to a space that allows us to 
forget about the outsde world, to relax and rest.  Some 
people have added a layer of family to the concept of 
home.  In general, physcal space of home s called 
dwellng or lvng space.  Dependng on the sze of the 
lvng space and the number of users, the ways of usng 
the space of the home can be very dfferent. 
Due to the ncrease of populaton, sze of lvng space has 
become an ssue.  Ctes lke Hong Kong and Tokyo have 
already shrunk the normal lvng spaces to accommodate 
more lvng unts on ncreasngly expensve urban land. 
As the populaton ncreases, more and more ctes wll 
face the same ssue.  These small spaces are not usually 
pleasant to the users, so ths dssertaton argues that 
there are ways to desgn to gve qualty to small lvng 
spaces.  Human body movement wll be studed frst 
and the results of ths research wll provde an approach 
to mprove space desgn.
Our lvng style has been transformed from famly-
orented to socal-orented, especally for sngle people. 
We have more choce of food, more entertanment 
servces, so people are tendng to spend more tme 
outsde of ther homes. Ths type of lfe style can be clearly 
seen n bg ctes lke New York, Tokyo, and Hong Kong 
where most of the people have a fast-paced lfe. These 
people are more stressed durng the day compared to 
people n a small cty wth a slower pace. They do not 
have much tme to spend on everyday essentals, so 
they have other people do servces for them.  Dnng 
out s a way of havng other people cook and do dshes. 
Also, because these people are so stressed durng the 
day, entertanment becomes a bg part of ther nght lfe. 
Home becomes a necessary relaxng space for these 
people and the users’ experence n the home becomes 
essental.
Focus of the research 
The purpose of ths project s to create comfortable 
and qualty space wthn a lmted spatal area.  Human 
movement, the use of space, and our percepton 
of space are the man study of ths research.  By 
usng ths nformaton, there s a way to create a new 
archtectural prototype. Durng the process of formng 
ths dssertaton, there was constant dscusson about 
usng body movement to create space.  From one 
perspectve, f movement changes constantly, then 
space should change accordng to the movement.  If 
we create a standard space, then t lmts the possble 
movements that can be created wthn the space. 
Another perspectve s havng the space respond to 
body movement as an nteractve space. 
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The research explores types of human body movement, 
ths ncluded normal daly movement and an extreme 
of body movement: dance.  Dance can be seen as 
creatng extreme body movements compared to our 
daly movement, so the hypothess of ths dssertaton 
s that f a space can accommodate dance movement, 
then most lkely t wll be a comfortable space for daly 
movement.  In order to acheve ths goal, studyng, 
recordng and analyzng both types of movements are 
necessary. 
The research wll be manly focused on the “publc 
space” of an Asan household, that of the lvng room 
and the ktchen.  There are two reasons to select ths 
type of space.  Frst, lvng spaces n Asa are generally 
smaller than n Amerca and Europe, so there s more 
need to desgn small spaces that allow people to move 
about wth comfort.  Secondly, the “publc space” can 
reduce the ssue wth prvacy, so the research and 
desgn can focus on experence and functonal aspect 
of the space.  
Method
The study begns wth a hstorcal research of space, 
ncludng the concept of space, human use of space, and 
body movement n the space.  Rudolf Laban’s theory of 
dance movement s one of the man deas nvestgated 
and nterpreted for the research and desgn dssertaton. 
To understand the human daly movement, data 
gatherng s the key to the thess.  As mentoned earler, 
dance movements have been seen as an extreme of 
body movement.  So the subject of study wll be from 
both dance body movements and regular daly body 
movements.  Durng the data collectng process, both 
two dmensonal and four dmensonal methods4 are 
used. In the researchng phase, a vdeotapng process 
s used to record these movements. 
In the desgn phase, the recorded body movements 
are translated nto two dmensonal mages, and a 3D 
computer model smulates the movements based on the 
two dmensonal mages.  Computer programs ncludng 
Rhinoceros, Maya, 3D Studio Max, and MotionBuilder 
are used durng the desgn process.  They allow the 
dgtal model to smulate the new space prototype and 
body movements based on the analyzed nformaton to 
create more effcent spaces that also provde a better 
qualty lvng envronment.  
4	 	Four	dimensional	is	a	combination	of	three	dimension	and	the	
time	factor,	can	also	be	called	3D	animation.
Part I: Research
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Fgure 1.1 Three Dmensons Fgure 1.2 The Fourth Dmensons
Chapter 1 Space
01.1 What is space? 
Space can be seen as physcal or conceptual.  The 
physcal space appears n all dmensons, from the frst 
dmenson to the fourth. In geometry class we learned 
that one dmenson s a lne that les on x, y, or z axs, 
there s no thckness to the lne. Space n one dmenson 
descrbes a segment of the lne.  Two dmensons s 
made by two axes, xy, xz, or yz. “Space n between the 
two words”, “a blank space on the wall”, “run out of space 
to wrte”, these are the some condtons that we see and 
use space n two dmensons.  Three dmensonal s made 
by the x, y, and z axes (see Fgure 1). Space n ths case 
s usually a volume defned by the boundary of t, and 
everythng that we can see s a boundary of the space. 
The fourth dmenson mostly descrbes the tme factor, 
wthout the fourth dmenson everythng s statc, (see 
Fgure 2).  For us beng able to move wthn the space, 
we need to have all four dmensons.  The frst three 
dmensons create the moment for our movement. 
Tme s nvsble, and t s made of consecutve moments. 
On a tmelne, every pont on that lne s a moment. 
In nature, tme s only able to go n one drecton at a 
constant speed.  It can be measured by ts length whch 
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can also be called duraton.  Movng fast or slow does 
not depend on the speed of the tme but the duraton. In 
current technology, we are able to capture the tme and 
fast-forward, rewnd, even capture the moment n tme. 
The study of the relatonshp between human and space 
s not new. In the nnety sxtes Edward Hall wrote the 
book The Hidden Dimension.  Ths s a book about the 
percepton of space n general and also from dfferent 
cultures.  Hall created the term Proxemic whch s used 
to descrbe “nterrelated observatons and theores 
of man’s use of space as specalzed elaboraton of 
culture”5. He argues that “…we saw that man’s sense 
of space and dstance s not statc, that t has very 
lttle to do wth the sngle-vewpont lnear perspectve 
developed by the Renassance artsts and stll taught 
n most schools of art and archtecture. Instead, man 
senses dstance as other anmals do.  Hs percepton 
of space s dynamc because t s related to acton-what 
can be done n a gven space rather than what s seen 
by passve vewng.”6
	 	Edward	T.	Hall,	The hidden dimension,	[st	]	ed.	(Garden	City:	
N.Y.,	Doubleday,	966).	.
6	 	Ibid.	08.
01.2 Type of Space
Ths research argues that there are two types of space, 
the general space and ndvdual space.  Indvdual space 
s the space around us, the physcal aspect of ths space 
s only wthn the reachable dstance for that person. 
The psychologcal aspect of the space also needs to 
be consdered.  Physcal space combned psychologcal 
space mght change the shape of ndvdual space. 
However, n general, the dea of ndvdual space remnds 
the same.  General space n ths case s the space 
outsde of ndvdual space and cannot be reached, but 
can be seen. 
Research done by three Japanese unversty professors 
“The Reference Domans of the Three-Dmensonal 
Space Based on the Demonstratve Pronouns”7 analyzed 
the physcal dmensons for “KORE”, “SORE”, and 
“ARE”, whch mean this, that, and that over there.  Ther 
research translated psychologcal space nto a physcal 
space wth dmensons, t stated that: 
“1. Height of the domain of demonstrative 
pronoun “KORE” was about 2400mm.
2. Height of the domain of demonstrative 
	 	Kazuhiko	Nishide	Kuniko	Hashimoto,	Takashi	Takahashi,	
“The	Reference	Domains	of	the	Three-Dimensional	Space	Based	on	
the	Demonstrative	Pronouns,”	Journal of architecture,planning and 
environmental engineering. Transactions of AIJ   no.		(00).
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Fgure 1.3 Renterpretted Three-Dmensonal Space of Demonstratve Pronouns
pronoun “SORE” was about 2800mm.
3. There was the domain of 
demonstrative pronoun “ARE” in the 
outside of “SORE”.
4. The domain of demonstrative pronoun 
“KORE” was related to the movement of 
the body.”8
Smlar to the dea of ndvdual space and general space, 
8	 	Ibid.:	.
“KORE” descrbes the ndvdual space.  General space 
s a combnaton of “SORE” and “ARE”, because both of 
these two spaces are untouchable. 
01.2.1 Individual Space
The concept of space that one person can reach 
could be traced back to the Vtruvan Man well known 
through a drawng by Leonardo da Vnc.  There s a 
dfference between ndvdual space and personal 
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space. Indvdual space refers to spaces that belong to 
the ndvdual physcally and psychologcally.  Dstance 
or reachable area s the physcal way of vewng the 
space.  Personal space s one of the psychologcal 
perspectves of ndvdual space. In the desgn stage, 
ndvdual spaces are manly desgned to sut the users’ 
physcal experence. 
“Rudolf Laban (1879-1958) was 
born in Austro-Hungary. Laban was 
a dancer, a choreographer and a 
dance / movement theoretician. 
One of the founders of European 
Modern Dance, his work was 
extended through his most 
celebrated collaborators, Mary 
Wigman, Kurt Jooss and Sigurd 
Leeder. Through his work, Laban 
raised the status of dance as an art 
form, and his explorations into the 
theory and practice of dance and 
movement transformed the nature of 
dance scholarship. He established 
choreology, the discipline of dance 
analysis, and invented a system 
of dance notation, now known 
as Labanotation or Kinetography 
Laban. Laban was the first person 
to develop community dance and 
he has set out to reform the role of 
dance education, emphasising his 
belief that dance should be made 
available to everyone.
 -- Laban Contemporary Dance9 
01.2.1.1 Knesphere
“The Knesphere s the sphere around the body whose 
perphery can be reached by easly extended lmbs 
wthout steppng away from that place whch s the pont 
of support when standng on one foot, whch we shall call 
the ‘stance’.”10  Our body s capable of reachng all the 
ponts wthn the Knesphere by bendng, twstng and 
stretchng.11 Takng a step away from the stance means 
we are take our Knesphere and move t wth us to a 
new stance.   Based on the Knesphere, Laban defned 
orentaton n space nto three basc elements: three 
dmensons, four dagonals and sx to form a sphere. 
The theory best apples when we move and stretch to 
our maxmum, regular people lke us do not move n ths 
way.  Accordng to the human daly movement whch wll 
be dscussed n Chapter 3, the shape of Knesphere s 
more lkely to be a half sphere. 
9	 	“Rudolf	Laban,”	Laban	Contemporary	Dance	http://www.
trinitylaban.ac.uk/about-us/about-us/history/rudolf-laban.aspx.	
[October	3,	009]	
0	 	Rudolf	von	Laban,	Ullman,	Lisa.,	The language of movement: 
a guidebook to choreutics,	trans.	Lisa	Ullman,	st	American	ed.	ed.	
(Boston:	Plays,	inc,	94;	repr.,	st	American	ed.).	0.
11  Ibd. 18.
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Knesphere s a tool for dancers and choreographers 
to analyze the dance movements. Ths research uses 
Knesphere as the basc knowledge and startng pont to 
understand the spatal relatonshp between our body and 
the space.  Snce technology s more advanced now than 
n Laban’s tme, we are able to analyze the movement 
n dfferent meda other than the Labanotaton, such as 
2D photoshop mages and 3D computer modelng whch 
wll be dscussed n Chapter 3. Data Collectng.   
1. Dmensons
The dea of dmensons s very smlar to the 3 dmensons 
(3D) n the archtecture feld.  It ncludes the x,y,z axes, 
n Laban’s words they are called:  heght, breadth, and 
depth.  Each dmenson has two drectons up and down 
for heght, left and rght for breadth, front and back for 
depth around the human body.  He argues that f one 
moves wthn one locaton, the maxmum space that can 
be used s wthn a reachable pont on these three axes. 
Moreover, the reachable pont on the three axes creates 
a frame for the space.  The center of ths space s the 
ntersecton of the three axes.  The term Laban used n 
hs theory for ths framed space s called Kinesphere.
2. Dagonals
Laban pctures the frame of space as a cube.  Dagonals 
connect opposte ends of the cube n all three dmensons. 
There are no terms for these dagonals other than 
namng ther poston.  They can be descrbed as:
1. Front lower left corner to back top rght corner,
2. Front lower rght corner to back top left corner,
3. Back lower left corner to front top rght corner,
4. Back lower rght corner to front top left corner. 
3. Dameters
Dameters are very smlar to dagonals but nstead of 
connectng the end ponts, the dameters connect the 
mdponts of the 3D cube’s edges two dmensons at a 
tme. 
1. Top left to lower rght
2. Top rght to lower left
3. Top front to lower back
4. Top back to lower front
5. Front left to back rght
6. Front rght to back left
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Fgure 1.4 Dmensons, Dagonals, Dameters
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01.2.1.2  Proxemtc and Personal Space
Edward Hall ntroduced the theory of Proxemetc, n 
hs theory personal dstance s understood by lnear 
dmenson,  A few years later, Robert Sommer came up 
wth the dea of personal space whch descrbes space 
or terrtory around one’s body.  The dfference between 
Hall’s Proxemetc theory and Sommer’s personal space 
s that Proxemetc comes from a socal pont of vew. It 
s the relatonshp between the ndvdual and the rest of 
the socal group. 
Intmate Dstance12
Intmate dstance ranges from 0 to 18 nches between 
people.  Ths dstance s not often used n regular 
communcaton; t s too close to one’s comfort zone. 
The sght s often dstorted n ths dstance.  Edward Hall 
has dvded ntmate dstance nto two phases: close 
phase and far phase. 
Close phase s “the dstance of love-makng and 
wrestlng, comfortng and protectng… In the maxmum 
contact phase, the muscles and skn communcate. 
Pelvs, thghs, and head can be brought nto play; arms 
can encrcle.  Except at the outer lmts, sharp vson s 
12	 	The	idea	of	intimate	distance	came	from	Edward	Hall’s	
Proxemtic	theory.
blurred.”13  It usually descrbes dstance between 0 to 6 
nches.  Far phase s the dstance from 6 to 18 nches. 
At ths dstance, “head, thghs, and pelvs are not easly 
brought nto contact, but hand can reach and grasp 
extremtes.   The head s seen as enlarged n sze, and 
ts features are dstorted.”14  Also, one can stll be able to 
smell and feel the heat from the other person. 
Notes: Intmate dstance only happens n a small part 
of our daly lfe.  It consders the space between two 
or more bodes.  Ths dstance most lkely happens 
n a crowded or prvate space.  In ths research, only 
sem-prvate space such as ktchen, lvng and dnng 
areas s consdered and desgned due to the prvacy 
ssue. Intmate space wll not be part of the desgn 
nvestgaton. 
Personal Dstance
Smlar to Intmate Dstance, Personal Distance can 
also be dvded nto close phase and far phase.  It s the 
dstance between 1.5 feet to 4 feet. “It mght be thought of 
as a small protectve sphere or bubble that an organsm 
mantans between tself and others.”15  The concept of 
3	 	Edward	T.	Hall,	The hidden dimension,	[st	]	ed.	(Garden	City:	
N.Y.,	Doubleday,	966).	0.
4	 	Ibid.	.
15	 	Ibid.	.
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Fgure 1.5 Personal Space
personal dstance s very smlar to Laban’s Knesphere 
theory.  They both descrbe space around one human 
body. Laban talks about the physcal boundary of the 
space, and Hall talks about how people perceve and 
feel wthn ths dstance. 
Wthn 1.5 feet to 2.5 feet from a person’s body s 
consdered close phase.  “At ths dstance, one can hold 
or grasp the other person.  Vsual dstorton of the other’s 
features s no longer apparent…A vsual angle of 15 
degrees takes n another person’s upper or lower face, 
whch s seen wth exceptonal clarty.”16  The boundary 
of far phase s just outsde of arm’s length.  It s between 
2.5 feet to 4 feet from the person’s body.  “Subjects of 
personal nterest and nvolvement can be dscussed at 
ths dstance.”17  Wthn ths dstance, people feel they 
domnate the space; t gves a sense of securty. 
Personal Space
It assumes spatal dstance around a person s all the 
same.  Sommer argues that personal space has nothng 
to do wth other people, t s smply the space needed 
for each ndvdual.  It requres less space on the sde 
(left and rght) than the front, so t s not shaped lke a 
6	 	Ibid.	3.
17	 	Ibid.
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sphere.  Personal space should not be confused wth 
comfort zone. Usually comfort zone refers to a stable 
area, such as a bed room.  Personal space constantly 
surrounds you. It s carred wth body movement. 
01.2.2 General Space
There s no physcal boundary of general space n 
nature other than t s outsde of the ndvdual space.  In 
archtectural desgn, a boundary of general space can 
be a lmt to the vsblty of the space.  Snce general 
space s unreachable, vsual experence becomes the 
most common way of experencng and understandng 
space.  In the desgn porton of ths thess, archtectural 
space provdes an opportunty to desgn the vsual 
experence.
Socal dstance18
Socal dstance s used when there s an mpersonal 
busness conversaton among a group of people. It s 
usually 4 feet to 12 feet. Wthn ths dstance, we are stll 
able to see each other qute clearly, and hear each other 
n normal volume.  Usually t s used to desgn gatherng 
spaces, conference rooms, and small classrooms.
8	 	The	idea	of	social	distance	came	from	Edward	T.	Hall’s	The 
Hidden Dimension.
There are two parts of socal dstance, close phase whch 
ranges from 4 feet to 7 feet, and far phase whch s from 
7 feet to 12 feet.  In the close phase people tend to be 
nvolved more n conversaton and actvtes. “It s also 
a very common dstance for people who are attendng a 
casual socal gatherng.”19  Far phase s usually used n 
more formal settngs, such as busness meetngs.
Publc dstance
Publc dstance descrbes dstances that are 12 feet 
and more.  Close phase n ths case s 12 to 25 feet. 
Begnnng at 16 feet the mage of a person starts to be 
flat rather than round and three dmensonal.  “Thrty feet 
s the dstance that s automatcally set around mportant 
publc fgures.”20  To communcate n ths dstance 
nvolves more hand gestures. 
9	 	Edward	T.	Hall,	The hidden dimension,	[st	]	ed.	(Garden	City:	
N.Y.,	Doubleday,	966).	.
0	 	Ibid.	.
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Fgure 1.6 Proxemc (the dagram s a renterpretaton of Edward Hall’s Formal dstance classfcaton)
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Fgure1.7 Knesthesa (the dagram s a renterpretaton of Edward Hall’s Knesthesa)
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Chapter 2 Body Movement
02.1 Types of movement
We move for a reason, No matter how small or how 
bg the reason, we move for t.  These reasons can be 
categorzed nto four categores21:
•	 Functonal
•	 Expressonal
•	 Communcatonal
•	 Physcal reacton
02.1.1 Functonal Movement
Functonal movement can be translated nto everyday 
term as “dong somethng”.  Turnng on the TV, layng 
down on the bed to sleep, pushng a box aganst a 
wall, these are all functonal movements.  It s a type of 
movement that s needed for everyday lvng.  Functonal 
movement can be dvded nto two types: nternal and 
external. 
Internal can also be called nstnctual and refers to 
21	 	The	priority	of	this	research	is	to	study	the	functional	
movement	follow	by	the	expressional	movement.	Communicational,	
entertainment,	and	physical	reaction	will	not	be	considered	in	this	
research.
movement that s trggered by nternal motvaton such 
as sttng down due to tredness of standng and walkng, 
scratchng an tchy spot, stretchng the arms and legs. 
From the desgn aspect, space can be desgned accordng 
to some of the nternal motvated functonal movement 
such as lyng and sttng down, but some movement 
s hard to predct and desgn for.  External motvaton 
usually comes from objects and envronments.  Grabbng 
a cup, fannng wth a fan, takng off the jacket, these 
are all consdered to be external motvated functonal 
movement. In theory, these types of movement are 
shaped by the external space.  The two perspectves of 
usng body movement to create space whch we have 
dscussed n the ntroducton can be dentfed by usng 
these two types of functonal movement.  
02.1.2 Expressonal movement
Flm contans multple nstances of expressve 
movements.  Dancng s manly made of expressonal 
movement In dfferent cultures, the space requred 
for ths type of movement can vary. In Amerca, when 
someone s usng hand motons whle they talk, the arms 
usually span wder than the body. I n Asa, people tend 
to have hand motons wthn the wdth of ther body. 
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02.1.3 Communcatonal Movement
Communcatonal movement s usually used when there 
are two or more people nvolved n the event.  Tappng 
someone’s shoulder to catch ther attenton s a way to 
communcate wth others.  Talkng s also consdered to 
be communcatonal movement, even though we cannot 
see movement made by major body parts, our lps are 
stll movng up and down. 
02.1.4 Physcal Reacton 
Sneezng, yawnng, and coughng are all part of physcal 
reactons.  Ths s a type of movement that we usually 
have no control over.  Our bodes have a system that 
allows us to reset our bodes from any rregular stuaton. 
Ths layer of system has more control than our bran, but 
all s processed n the bran.
02.1.5 Locomotve and Non-Locomotve Movements
Body movement n general can also be dvded nto two 
types, locomotve and non-locomotve.  Locomotve 
movements refer to movement that s made n multple 
locatons or can be understood as multple x,y coordnates 
from the three dmensonal pont of vew.  As we stand 
up from the sttng poston, our body stll remans n the 
same locaton n space, on the same coordnate, ths 
s called non-locomotve movement.  In most cases, 
locomotve movement requres the use of legs, and non-
locomotve movement s done by the use of arms and 
hands.  Only sgnfcant non-locomotve movement such 
as sttng down and standng up requres the use of the 
whole body. 
To record and analyze these two movements s mportant 
to ths research.  By analyzng the recorded data, we can 
understand space.  Examples of ths analyss nclude 
a small ktchen that s domnated by non-locomotve 
movement, and a hallway where most of the actvty 
s locomotve movement. In ths latter example space 
changes from ndvdual space to general space rather 
quckly, and general space domnates the hall way. 
Creatng vsual experence s more mportant n ths 
case than creatng qualty personal space.  
02.2 Quality of Movement
In order to understand human body movement, we 
need to study the qualty of movement.  There are many 
dfferent felds of study n human movement, such as 
knesology, human performance, and dance therapy. 
Ths research studes dance movement because 
unlke other felds that focus solely on the body, dance 
movement consders both body and space.  For 
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Fgure 2.1 (Left) Non-Locomotve Movement
Fgure 2.2 (Rght) Locomotve Movement
example, when a person stretches hs or her body, from 
the knesology pont of vew, the focus s on the jonts 
and muscles used n that movement.  From a dancer’s 
perspectve the same movement has several factors to 
be consdered.  One s how bg of stretchng you can do, 
whch s how surroundngs affect movement..  Second 
s the dynamc of the movement, not just slow or fast 
but also lght or strong.  Thrd s the type or shape of 
space the movement creates.  And fourth s the physcal 
locaton and ndcated drecton of the movement.  From 
ths study wth a prmary focus on dance movement 
one can understand the relatonshp between body and 
space. 
02.2.1 Effort
Laban and hs colleague, F.C. Lawrence created the 
Effort Theory of body movement to understand the 
qualty of each moton by measurng flow, weght, tme 
and space factor.22  The concept behnd ths theory s 
that humans do not move n a monotone.  We change 
acceleraton of our movement all the tme.  The tenson 
of our movement changes as well.  For example, movng 
a glass vase from one table to another, the tenson of 
22  Cecly Dell, A primer for movement description using 
effort-shape and supplementary concepts, Rev. ed. (New York: 
Dance Notaton Bureau, Center for Movement Research and 
Analyss, Bureau Press, 1977). 6.
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ths movement s on both hands.  One tends to move 
slowly and wth care. When a plastc cup s moved from 
one table to another, the tenson of the movement s 
only on one hand, and one moves more quckly and 
wth less attenton.  Ths research uses Laban’s dea as 
a foundaton to generate a new way of understandng 
body movements.
Flow
Flow can be dvded nto two states, free and bound. 
Free flow descrbes movements that are fluent and loose. 
Muscles requred for the movement are n a relaxed 
mood whch allows the movement to be smoother. 
Most of the tme free flow s hard to stop nstantly due 
to the relaxaton of the muscles.  For example, when a 
baseball player swngs the bat, t s hard for hm to stop 
rght n the mddle of the swng.
On the other sde, bound flow s movement that s 
controlled and careful, such as movng n a glass shop. In 
ths knd of movement, the muscles are usually stressed 
because we pay more attenton to the relatonshp 
between the surroundngs and our body.  Because the 
muscles are n a cauton mood, most of the tme we are 
able to stop our movement nstantly.  
Weight
The qualty of weght can be descrbed as strong or 
lght. Strong weght s when you apply more force to the 
movement, t does not necessarly make the movement 
faster, but t s more powerful.  For example, pushng a 
heavy box aganst the wall, one apples a lot of force to 
ths movement, but the box stll moves n a slow speed. 
Lght weght s applyng small force to the movement, 
lke holdng an egg or movng a pece of art work.  It 
appears to be lght and gentle. 
Strong weght should not be confused wth heavness. 
Weght s the amount of force appled to a movement, 
and heavness descrbes motons that deal wth gravty. 
For example, f someone s slouchng on a couch, the 
person does not apply force to the movement, gravty 
pulls down the weght of body.
Time
Gettng ready to work on a Monday mornng, rushng to 
change clothes and eat breakfast, every movement the 
person does s fast n speed.  Tme n ths event s very 
lmted, so we try to squeeze all the movement nto ths 
lmted tme.  On a Sunday mornng, we tend to move 
slower, because we have more tme n hand.  Laban 
sees tme not just as the fourth dmenson, but as a factor 
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of movement.  There are qualtes to tme.   Sustaned 
and sudden are descrptons for the qualty of tme, t s 
not measured by the clock tme but by speed.  Speed 
can be determned by the acceleraton or deceleraton 
of the movement.
Space
Space n Laban’s Effort theory dentfes the focus of 
a person.  There are two types of space as an effort 
factor, drect and ndrect.  Drect space descrbes the 
relatonshp between a person wth another opponent. 
For example, talkng to another person one on one, we 
usually focus on that person.  On the other hand, ndrect 
space descrbes a person wth multple opponents. 
When teachng a class wth many students, eye contact 
and movement do not focus on just one person, but on 
all of them.  Drect and ndrect can be translated as 
the number of focus ponts, sngle s drect and multple 
s ndrect.  How humans assocate wth space s not 
only vsual, t can also be magnary.  In a dark room, 
we are not able to see anythng, but we can feel our 
surroundngs by usng all senses and magne the space 
n our mnd.   
02.2.2 Shape23
Shape was an dea orgnally created by Warren Lamb n 
parallel to the Effort concept. Whle Effort Theory deals 
wth manly the nner ntenton, Shape deals wth mostly 
outer ntenton.  These two qualtes of movement can 
be used together or separately.  Shape contans three 
types of movement: Folding and Unfolding, Orientation, 
and Space Shaping.24 It nvolves physcal relatonshps 
between the body and space.  Every movement that we 
make contans a change n shape.  Smlar to the Effort 
research, Lamb’s Shape dea s the foundaton of ths 
research.  In addton, three types of movement have 
been manpulated for the needs of ths project. 
Foldng and Unfoldng
The dea of foldng and unfoldng came from Shape 
Flow25.  It s understood as a type of movement that 
mostly consders the open and close of a person’s body. 
It can be vewed from two perspectves: grow or shrnk 
and foldng or unfoldng.  Grow or shrnk descrbes the 
3	 	Ibid.
4	 	Based	on	the	Shape	theory,	these	terms	were	created	for	the	
need	of	this	research.
25	 	Cecily	Dell,	A primer for movement description using effort-
shape and supplementary concepts,	Rev.	ed.	(New	York:	Dance	Notation	
Bureau,	Center	for	Movement	Research	and	Analysis,	Bureau	Press,	
9).
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Fgure 2.3 Foldng & Unfoldng
change of the body n sze, such as when someone 
takes a deep breath, the body grows at ths stage; as 
the ar s released out, the body shrnks.  On the other 
perspectve, t s used to descrbe the lmbs n relatonshp 
to a center. In the foldng stage, lmbs are closer to the 
center, and unfoldng s the opposte of t.
Center pont changes depend on the ntentons of the 
movement or the scale of the movement.  Scale n ths 
case descrbes the reach space of the movement.  Near, 
ntermedate, and far are the three areas n the scale. 
Usually the center pont of far reach s n the mddle of 
the body.  When someone s lyng down, center s around 
the abdomnal regon and lmbs are movng toward 
the opposte sde of t.  It s an unfoldng movement. 
Squeezng a toy ball n the hand s consdered foldng 
n a near reach, where the center s n the mddle of the 
hand. 
Notes: For the purpose of ths research, movements 
that deal wth far areas wll be the man focus of the 
data collectng process.  In small spaces, one can do 
near and ntermedate movement qute comfortably.  It 
s usually the far movement that s lmted by space and 
thus forms a greater challenge for the thess.
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Fgure 2.4 Orentaton
Orentaton
In the process of reachng an object, from the front of 
the person to the object, t ndcates the orentaton of 
the movement.  Orentaton should not be confused wth 
drecton. It s descrbng the movement, and drecton 
s the relatonshp between the object locaton and ts 
changng place.  Body orentaton s not restrcted to the 
relatonshp of body and object. It can also be purely 
movement n space. 
There are two ways of expressng body orentaton. 
One s by creatng drectonal spoke-lke movement 
whch s straght lnear movement. It s not often used 
n daly movement except when there s a need of 
applyng drect force, such as pushng an object.  The 
second type s called drectonal arc-lke movement, by 
creatng an arc path n the space to reach a stoppng 
pont, t usually only requres use of one jont.  Ths type 
s often used n daly movement, because t allows us 
to reach more terrtory n the space.  Also, Orentaton 
can be dvded nto locomotve and non-locomotve 
types.  Orentatng body n one locaton s consdered 
a non-locomotve movement.  Locomotve movement, 
smlar to a walkng path, s not just a lne, but ndcates 
a drecton n space.
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Fgure 2.5 Space 
Shapng
Note: the hypothess of Orentaton, unlke dance 
can create movement 360degrees around the body. 
Movement s typcally n front of us, at the sde wll be 
the second common area, and back s the uncommon 
area n everyday movement.  Ths hypothess can be 
proved n the data collectng and analyss.  For desgn 
applcaton, ths can be translated to provde qualty 
space 180degrees n front of the body. 
Space Shapng 
Imagng space s a pece of clay and body s a tool to 
shape the clay.  Space Shapng can be understood as 
carvng space.  Whle our body s movng, we created a 
tral.  Ths can easly be seen from movement created 
by our lmbs. These trals are the outlnes of the shape 
of space.   Every movement we do nvolves shapng, 
we create form n space. Sometme ths form can be 
an actual object, such as holdng a bg box n front of 
your chest and the volume of the box becomes the 
form.  There are two ways of descrbng Space Shapng: 
gatherng moves toward the body and scatterng moves 
away from the body.  Unlke Foldng and Unfoldng 
that deal wth the body tself, Space Shapng s used 
to understand the space n relaton to the body. Both of 
them descrbe the same qualty of movement, but they 
are two ends of the spectrum.  
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Fgure 2.6 Trace-Form
Note: n the archtecture feld, there are smlar deas 
of formng space.  In the Handbook of Environmental 
Design wrtten by the Japanese Archtecture Insttute, 
t llustrates the shape of space created by everyday 
movement.  These shapes of space are just physcal 
llustratons.  They llustrate when the movement s 
complete and do not nvolve any qualty aspect.  The 
Space Shapng s used to see the relatonshp between 
body and the space, t s a qualty. 
02.2.3 Rhythm 
For ths research, rhythm s made up of repettve 
elements of movement or combnatons of the elements. 
Elements of movement refer to Laban’s and Lamb’s 
Effort and Shape theory.  They ncluded Flow, Weght, 
Tme, Space, Foldng and Unfoldng, Orentaton, Space 
Shapng and Trail.  Typcally these are lnes created by 
our movement,they can be physcally dentfed.  On 
the other hand, movement wth only repettve weght 
and space s the hardest to be observed.  One needs to 
understand the movement and ts envronmental context 
n order to see other elements.  
Rhythm can be understood from three scales: nstant, 
event, and daly.  The scale s determned by the 
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relatonshp between movement, event26 and tme, 
every movement or event can have multple scales. 
Choppng vegetables n the ktchen can be seen as an 
nstant rhythm, the trace-form of movement s repeatng 
durng the process of choppng. In ths scale, rhythm 
happens wthn the event.  The relatonshp between 
the movement and the event s the measurement of ths 
scale.  To vew rhythm at the event scale, you would 
need to combne multple events n order to see t.  For 
example, wthn the tme of cookng n the ktchen, t 
probably requres one to open the refrgerator door a 
few tmes and ths can be seen as rhythm over multple 
events.  Daly rhythm takes a long perod of tme to be 
recognzed.  If someone has a repettve lfe, such as 
usng the bathroom the frst thng every mornng, than 
walkng to the ktchen to prepare breakfast and readng a 
newspaper whle eatng the breakfast, ths s consdered 
daly rhythm, and takes many cycles to be recognzed.
6	 	For	the	purpose	of	this	research,	event	in	here	is	referring	to	a	
complete	functional	movement.	
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Fgure 3.1 Floor plan of recordng apartment
Chapter 4 Data Collecting
03.1 Recording Movements
The data collectng process has been done n two 
stages.  Frst, daly movement was recorded n a prvate 
home.  Second, dance movement was recorded durng 
a dance rehearsal.
03.1.1 Recordng Daly Movement 
A seres of daly movements was recorded n a 60 square 
meter apartment n Chna.  There are 3 occupants lvng 
wthn a two bedroom and one bathroom apartment. 
All the recordngs were done wthn a 20 square meter 
space of the lvng room and the ktchen, the publc space 
of the unt.  The recordng went on contnuously for one 
week durng dnner tme from 5pm to 9pm, whch was 
the perod of most actve use of the space.  The camera 
was set n three dfferent locatons: the man entrance 
vewng the lvng room space, lana entrance vewng 
the lvng room space, and ktchen entrance vewng the 
ktchen space.  
03.1.2 Recordng Dance Movement
The dance movements were recorded durng the 
rehearsal of Signal, there s no partcular reason why 
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ths performance was chosen other than t was easly 
accessble.  Three rehearsals were recorded, two of 
them were of smlar choreography and one was entrely 
dfferent. 
In every movement that we make, one can see a tral 
behnd t.   By connectng the trals together, we are able 
to see the requred amount of space for that movement. 
Puttng each ndvdual movement tral (ncludng legs, 
arms, head, and movement wthn one spot) sde by 
sde, or overlappng them n the 3d program, we can 
analyze the space that we never touch or reach.   Ths 
study can help to defne the Knesphere of human daly 
lfe.
Body movement was dscussed n Chapter 2.  Two 
types of movement were dentfed:  locomotve and 
non-locomotve.  They can be found n all knds of 
movement, ncludng dance and daly movement.  After 
recordng daly movement n the studo apartment, we 
were able to dentfy whch type of movement s created 
n a partcular space.  If we dvde the recorded dance 
and daly movement by these two types, we are able to 
place them nto groups. 
03.2 Method
03.2.1 Two Dmensonal Data
Space and movement happen n a four dmensonal world. 
Two steps are used to translate four dmensons nto two 
dmensons.  The frst step s to dvde the movements 
nto moments, by recordng the movement and takng 
snapshots of t.  From ths, we are able to capture the frst 
three dmensons.  The fourth dmenson s presented 
by puttng a number of moments nto one mage and 
followng the tmelnes of the movement or event.  For 
the purpose of ths research, these combned moments 
wll be called segment of movement.  Typcally an event 
wll be dvded nto a few segments of movements.  Each 
moment s taken at every 0.2 seconds of that movement, 
so the faster the movement s, the fewer mages there 
are.  Also the duraton of the segment vares from case 
to case. 
Durng the process of translatng four dmensons nto two 
dmensons, there s a loss of nformaton.  The weght of 
the movement and the space factor n the Effort theory 
are some of the factors that cannot be captured n two 
dmensons.  To solve ths ssue, a chart was created to 
record the un-maged nformaton.  
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03.2.2 Four Dmensonal Data
Four dmensonal data puts all the movement nformaton 
nto computer modelng form.  Its representaton s the 
same as vdeo recordng, but t allows more nformaton 
to be adapted n the model, whch s useful n the desgn 
process.  Autodesk MotionBuilder was selected to be 
the moton modelng software because t allows the user 
to create movement n every jont of the body to produce 
anmaton.  Creatng the four dmensonal model wll 
be done n the second part of ths project, whch s the 
desgn phase. 
03.2.3 Factors
There are a total of ten factors n the data analyss, 
based on Chapter 2. Body Movements:
•	 Trace-form
•	 Locaton
•	 Flow
•	 Weght
•	 Tme
•	 Space
•	 Foldng and Unfoldng
•	 Orentaton
•	 Space Shapng
•	 Rhythm 
Some of these factors some can be descrbed graphcally 
by lnes and arrows, such as Trace-form, Location, 
Shape, Orientation, and Space Shaping.  Factors that 
cannot be descrbed graphcally are put nto a gradng 
system, rangng from one (1) to fve (5).  One (1) and fve 
(5) represent the two extremes such as, for example, 
strong and lght are the extremes for the weght factor. 
Two (2) and four (4) are used to descrbe movements 
leanng towards one extreme but not completely, and 
three (3) s used for movements that are rght n the 
mddle.
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Case 1 6 frames
Free(5) 4 3 2 Bound(1)
Flow
Strong(5) 4 3 2 Light(1)
Weight
Sustained(5) 4 3 2 Sudden(1)
Time
Direct(5) 4 3 2 Indirect(1)
Space
Unfold(5) 4 3 2 Fold(1)
Fold & Unfold
Instant Event Daily
Rhythm
Case 1
Non-Locomotve Trace-Form Orentaton Space Shapng
Foldng
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Non-Locomotve Trace-Form Orentaton Space Shapng
Foldng
Case 2
Case 2 17 frames
Free(5) 4 3 2 Bound(1)
Flow
Strong(5) 4 3 2 Light(1)
Weight
Sustained(5) 4 3 2 Sudden(1)
Time
Direct(5) 4 3 2 Indirect(1)
Space
Unfold(5) 4 3 2 Fold(1)
Fold & Unfold
Instant Event Daily
Rhythm
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Case 3 14 frames
Free(5) 4 3 2 Bound(1)
Flow
Strong(5) 4 3 2 Light(1)
Weight
Sustained(5) 4 3 2 Sudden(1)
Time
Direct(5) 4 3 2 Indirect(1)
Space
Unfold(5) 4 3 2 Fold(1)
Fold & Unfold
Instant Event Daily
Rhythm
Locomotve Trace-Form Orentaton Space Shapng
Unfoldng
Case 3
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Case 4 5 frames
Free(5) 4 3 2 Bound(1)
Flow
Strong(5) 4 3 2 Light(1)
Weight
Sustained(5) 4 3 2 Sudden(1)
Time
Direct(5) 4 3 2 Indirect(1)
Space
Unfold(5) 4 3 2 Fold(1)
Fold & Unfold
Instant Event Daily
Rhythm
Non-Locomotve Trace-Form Orentaton Space Shapng
Unfoldng
Case 4
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Case 5 9 frames
Free(5) 4 3 2 Bound(1)
Flow
Strong(5) 4 3 2 Light(1)
Weight
Sustained(5) 4 3 2 Sudden(1)
Time
Direct(5) 4 3 2 Indirect(1)
Space
Unfold(5) 4 3 2 Fold(1)
Fold & Unfold
Instant Event Daily
Rhythm
Non-Locomotve Trace-Form Orentaton Space Shapng
Unfoldng
Case 5
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Case 6 12 frames
Free(5) 4 3 2 Bound(1)
Flow
Strong(5) 4 3 2 Light(1)
Weight
Sustained(5) 4 3 2 Sudden(1)
Time
Direct(5) 4 3 2 Indirect(1)
Space
Unfold(5) 4 3 2 Fold(1)
Fold & Unfold
Instant Event Daily
Rhythm
Non-Locomotve Trace-Form Orentaton Space Shapng
Unfoldng
Case 6
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03.3 Technical Issues
The purpose of ths thess s to redefne small resdental 
space to be more ergonomc, effcent, and of hgher 
qualty.  Due to the lmtaton of space, capturng the 
whole body becomes very challengng.  Ths problem 
arses when postonng the camcorder at human eye 
level.   Shootng the top or bottom of the room s one 
opton for recordng, but ths method does not allow the 
recordng of body movement as accurately as from the 
eye level. 
Layerng more than fve snapshots sometmes creates 
a challenge for analyzng the mages two-dmensonally. 
The more snapshots there are, the harder t s to see the 
full body movement, such as n Case 3, where most of the 
rght hand movement are blocked by the dancer’s body. 
One way to avod ths ssue s to dvde the movement 
nto smaller segments, approxmately fve snapshots per 
mage, whch s about one-second n tme.  If needed, 
the analyzed nformaton can be overlapped accordng 
to the tmelne.  Also, analyzng movement and space 
two dmensonally s sometmes not so accurate.  Many 
of the spatal qualtes have been lost n the mage. 
One soluton s to record the movement from multple 
drectons, at least two drectons from the eye level, and 
possbly one from the top. 
Part II: Design
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Fgure 4.1 Opton 1, Dfferent Confguraton of Shells (Plan 
Vew)
Chapter 4 Before Modeling
04.1 Design Concept
At ths stage of the project, basc understandng of space 
and body movement has been researched.  Both daly 
and dance movement have been recorded.  The desgn 
then merges the research knowledge and data nto a 
form of physcal space.  
04.1.1 Opton 1
Ths desgn opton creates a maxmum space shell by 
combnng dance space and daly used space together 
nto one, then dvdng the shell nto unform modules.  The 
dea s that each movement wll have an ndvdual shell 
and each shell can be collapsed or opened, dependng 
on the movements that the user creates.  The advantage 
of ths desgn s that multple movements can be created 
wthn one space and space can be effcently used. 
The dsadvantage s that t requres multple controls of 
collapse and expand actons.  Ths desgn s smlar to 
creatng an nteractve space. 
04.1.2 Opton 2
Another drecton the desgn could take s to create a 
spatal experence between daly movement space 
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Fgure 4.2 Opton 3, Furnture
and the dance movement space.  Users have the 
opportunty to transform the qualty of the space based 
on the number of users wthn a space.  As the number 
of users ncrease, the shell wll transform from dance 
movement space nto daly movement space.  On the 
opposte sde, when the number of users decreases, t 
wll transform back to dance movement space. 
04.1.3 Opton 3
Ths s a combnaton of Opton 1 and 2.  In Opton 2, the 
shell can be transformed nto functonal furnture.  When 
a shell s not n use, t can collapse nto a furnture pece, 
and another shell wll open n the same place.  Ths s 
also based on a modular system. 
Snce the project has been manly focused on daly body 
movement and dance movement, explorng spaces 
for these two types of movements became the desgn 
focus.  There are varous ways to desgn wth the gven 
nformaton, ths project has chosen Opton 2 to be the 
desgn focus, t s based on personal nterest and t has 
the possblty to be expanded nto Opton 3. 
04.2 Selecting Movements
Before buldng the model, movements and structures 
needed to be selected.  By analyzng the recorded data 
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B
en
di
ng
Fgure 4.3 (Left) 
Daly Bendng
Fgure 4.4 (Rght) 
Dance Bendng
from both daly movements and dance movements, 
general movements were selected for the foundaton 
of space makng.  Accordng to the recorded data, 
four movements have been analyzed as the common 
movements wthn the recordng space, ncludng 
bendng, reachng, walkng, and sttng/standng. 
Reasons to select these movements are:
•	 Most commonly used
•	 Functonal movements
•	 Movements requrng foldng and unfoldng
•	 Movements that are reachng the edge of a 
person’s Knesphere 
The correspondng dance movements were selected 
based on the relaton to the daly movements: 
•	 Foldng and unfoldng of the body
•	 Locomotve and non-locomotve of the body
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R
ea
ch
in
g
Fgure 4.5 (Left)
Daly Reachng
Fgure 4.6 (Rght)
Dance Reachng
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Walking
Fgure 4.7 (Left)
Daly Walkng
Fgure 4.8 (Rght)
Dance Walkng
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Walking & Sitting
Fgure 4.9 (Left)
Daly Walkng & Sttng
Fgure 4.10 (Rght)
Dance Walkng & Sttng
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Fgure 4.11 Dgtal Modelng Process
04.3 Exploring Digital Modeling Method
After the movements were selected, vdeos of each 
partcular movement were cut nto frames.  Dependng on 
the speed of each movement, frames are taken at a range 
from 0.2 sec/ frame to 2 sec/frame.  In MotonBulder, 
every jont of the body s then moved manually from frame 
to frame.  The program then automatcally smulates the 
movement by movng every jont from pont A to pont B. 
Smulated body s then brought nto Maya to trace the 
tral of each movement.  After the tral of movement has 
been physcally dentfed as a curved lne, t s transferred 
nto Rhinoceros to create the physcal shape. 3D Studio 
Max s used n the last stage of modelng process to 
anmate the transformaton process. 
Vdeo Recordng MotionBuilder Maya Rhino
3D Studio Max
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Fgure 4.12 Study Model, Orgam Tessellaton (unformed)
Fgure 4.13 Study Model, Orgam Tessellaton (customzed)
04.4 Exploring Structure Systems
04.4.1 Orgam Tessellaton (unformed)
The frst exploraton of potental structure systems was 
the use of orgam tessellaton.  Wth unform foldng 
patterns, t allows one to create symmetrcal three 
dmensonal shapes.  However, snce the man dea of 
ths dssertaton s to desgn shapes/ spaces based on 
the human body movement, the opposte of ordnary 
symmetrcal shapes.  In order to create the asymmetrcal 
wth symmetrcal patterns, we need to control every 
ndvdual pont of the surface.  Ths method nvolves a 
too complcated system for t to be bult, so t was off the 
table.
04.4.2 Orgam Tessellaton (customzed)
The second approach was to customze each unt of the 
tessellaton.  The desgn concept of the project s to be 
able to transform the shape/space between daly use 
space and dance space.  Due to ths dea, the structure 
needs to be able to transform from one to the other, 
so each structure contans two shapes n t.  To embed 
a shape nto the structure, both shapes were unformly 
dvded nto 50 panels, 10 rolls n the yz drecton, and 5 
columns n the x drecton.  By over lappng Shape B’s 
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Fgure 4.14 Study Model, 
Extruded Secton Modules
panels on top of Shape A’s, we are able to create a dual 
shape surface.  To open Shape A, the extra surface 
from Shape B wll be folded away n both drectons of 
the panel.  To form Shape B, all the panels wll open to 
the maxmum allowance.  Ths method was based on 
the theory that Shape B s bgger than Shape A n all 
drectons, or the dea that dance space s always bgger 
than daly used space.  Consderng the rregular shape 
of each panel, t s dffcult to ft one panel nsde another 
and to be able to fold the extra surface. 
04.4.3 Extruded Secton Modules 
The thrd approach was to smplfy the prevous 
customzed orgam tessellaton by splttng each module 
column nto ndvdual strps.  In ths way, each panel 
only has to be controlled n one drecton nstead of two. 
The dea of column n ths case s smlar to a secton of 
the shape, so the model was modfed agan by cuttng 
a few sectons through the shape and then extrudng 
each secton profle for a certan dstance.  Creatng a 
1 foot modular system gves the possblty for the shell 
to transform nto functonal furnture that s related to 
the human body dmensons.  Each secton profle s 
extruded 1, 2, 3, or 4 foot dependng on the functonalty 
of the furnture. 
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A B C
Fgure 4.15 Study Models of Connectons
Snce there are two shapes of transformton, the 
connectng corner of two panels needs to have flexblty 
to change the angles and constran t to a fxed degree. 
A mddle pece was added to the corner, ths allows 
the corner to have two fxed degrees.  By tyng the two 
panels to ths mddle pece wth a measured amount of 
wre, two angles are created.  Threadng the wres nto 
the panels and the mddle pece, allow the mddle pece 
to be pulled back from one sde or the other, whch gves 
the corner flexblty. 
•	 Pullng wres on the left hand sde, 
o	 Mddle pece wll go towards the same 
sde, 
o	 Fxed wre between the mddle pece and 
rght panel wll create the angle 
o	 Angle between left panel and mddle pece 
becomes 0
•	 Pullng wres on the rght hand sde
o	 Mddle pece wll go toward the same sde
o	 Fxed wre between the mddle pece and 
left panel wll create another angle
o	 Angle between rght panel and mddle 
pece becomes 0
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Fgure 5.1 Shell Lofted from Lnes
Chapter 5 Forming the Space
Based on the MotonBulder smulaton, the trals of 
the moton were traced n Maya. Durng ths process, 
motons have been converted nto curved lnes.  Ths 
s the frst step to translate movement nto a physcal 
form.  Then the physcal form got further developed nto 
a shell.  As mentoned n Chapter 1, space s defned by 
objects, so the shell then defnes the needed space for 
the body movements. 
05.1 Creating Shells
After the lnes were extracted from the motons, they are 
then exported nto Rhno to form the shell.  Each lne was 
traced wth another lne to create a smoother outlne.  By 
usng the Loft command, surfaces were generated by 
these lnes. 
05.2 Applying Maximum Space
In theory, space created by dance movement can be 
seen as an extreme compared to the daly movement, 
but extreme space that dance creates does not mean 
maxmum space.  There are two steps to apply maxmum 
space to the extreme space. 
Frst, under the theory that dance movement created 
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Fgure 5.2 Tral of Indvdual Rotaton Pont
the extensve foldng and unfoldng of the body, space 
created by extensve unfoldng movement can be seen 
as the maxmum space for that specfc movement.  On 
the other hand, the extensve foldng movement creates 
the mnmum space.  By applyng daly movement 
space to the mnmum space, we can at least ensure 
t s comfortable to be used for the daly movement.  In 
order to do so, we take the secton profles of the dance 
space and overlap t wth the daly space, then modfy 
the dance profle ponts from wthn the daly profle to 
the edge of t. 
05.2.1 Indvdual Rotaton Pont
The second step s to apply maxmum space accordng 
to the ndvdual rotaton pont of each movement. 
Smlar to the Knesphere dea created by Laban Rudolf, 
ndvdual rotaton pont also outlnes the maxmum 
space for each movement.  It dvdes the body nto 
three parts: arms, legs, and body.  In each frame of the 
movement, a sphere around the pont forms a maxmum 
space for that part of the body.  The ndvdual rotaton 
ponts located at the jonts of shoulder, pelvs, and hp 
of the body.   Based on an average human dmenson, 
radus of each sphere s:
•	 Leg             2’10”
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Fgure 5.3 Dfferences Between Daly Movement Space, Dance 
Movement Space and Maxmum Space
•	 Body           2’10”
•	 Arm             2’
Connectng the frames together wth tme, a tral made 
by the ponts can be traced.  The sphere then becomes 
a tube along the lne. 
Not every ndvdual rotaton pont s n use all the tme. 
Dependng on the movement, the focus of the movement 
s used to dentfy the rotaton pont.  For every movement 
that we make, there s always at least one ndvdual 
rotaton pont to be found n the movement.  For example, 
f we are walkng, the rotaton pont wll be on the legs; f 
we are reachng for somethng, the rotaton pont wll be 
on our arms and hands tryng to grab an object.  Each 
movement can have one or multple rotaton ponts. 
When we create a seres of movements, rotaton ponts 
sometmes change from one to the other. 
05.3 Sectioning Shells
Accordng to the desgn concept, the fnal product of 
ths project s a structure that s transformable between 
a daly movement space and dance movement space. 
Daly movement space s created by daly movements 
have, and the combnaton of three shells (see Fgure 
16) creates the dance movement space.  Both types 
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Fgure 5.4 (Rght) Secton wth 10 Segment Lnes
Fgure 5.5 (Below) Apply 10 Segment Lnes to Sectons
of shell were contoured nto one foot apart sectons. 
Each secton was then traced wth a 10 segments lne 
to create a standard. Ths standard later allows the two 
dfferent shaped shells to merge nto one. 
The 10 segments lne was then extruded wth a depth. 
It translated the two dmentonal lnes nto a three 
dmentonal object.  Each segment now becomes a 
panel. 
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Fgure 5.6 (Left) Foldng System
Fgure 5.7 (Rght) Segment 
Fully Collapes and Fully Opens
05.4 Merging Two Spaces into One
By usng the foldng method that was explored earler 
n Chapter 5, two shapes have been combned nto 
one.  Based on the standard 10 segments rule, each 
panel has a correspondng panel to t.  Dependng on 
the length of the panel, the merged one shrnks nto a 
shorter length or expands to a longer length. 
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Fgure 5.8 (Left) Secton Collapes
Fgure 5.9 (Rght) Secton Opens
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05.5 Movement and Transformation
Dependng on the capacty of the whole space, every 
user added to the space shrnks each ndvdual shell 
by a percentage.  A full dance movement space s 
measured as 100% expanson, and daly movement 
space s measured as 0% expanson. For example, a 
space wth a capacty of 5 people, user A s makng a 
movement n a 100% dance movement shell, as user 
B enters nto the space, both user’s shell wll transform 
nto 75% expanson.  When the thrd person comes n, 
all three shells wll transform to 50% expanson. 
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Bending Movement
Fgure 5.11 Dance Movement Space (100% Expanson) 
Fgure 5.10 Daly Movement Space (0% Expanson) 
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Reaching Movement
Fgure 5.13 Dance Movement Space (100% Expanson) 
Fgure 5.12 Daly Movement Space (0% Expanson) 
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Walking Movement
Fgure 5.15 Dance Movement Space (100% Expanson) 
Fgure 5.14 Daly Movement Space (0% Expanson) 
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Walking, Sitting, and Standing Movement
Fgure 5.17 Dance Movement Space (100% Expanson) 
Fgure 5.16 Daly Movement Space (0% Expanson) 
0% 100%
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0% 100%
Transformation
Fgure 5.19 Reachng Movement Space
Fgure 5.18 Bendng Movement Space
0% 100%
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0% 100%
Transformation
Fgure 5.21 Walkng, Sttng, and Standng Movement Space
Fgure 5.20 Walkng Movement Space
1 User 2 Users
100% 50%
0% 50%
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1 User
0%
100%
Transformation
Fgure 5.22 Transformaton Based on Number of Users
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Transformation
Fgure 5.23 Transformaton Wth 4 Users
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Fgure 5.24 (Top Left) Secton 1
Fgure 5.25 (Top Rght) Full Secton
Fgure 5.26 (Bottom Left) Metal 
Hooks
Fgure 5.27 (Bottom Mddle) Eye 
Hook
Fgure 5.28 (Bottom Rght) Wrng 
System
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Conclusion
Due to the ncrease n populaton, desgnng small spaces 
and ncreasng the heghts of buldngs seem to be the 
trends of future urban archtecture.  However, ths should 
not lower the qualty of the archtecture and the spaces 
wthn t.  In ths fast paced world, home s the only place 
for a person to relax physcally and psychologcally, 
so mantanng the qualty of human experence wthn 
a small space becomes the key to future archtectural 
desgn.  To acheve ths goal, many felds of desgn need 
to be studed, such as envronmental desgn, human 
body movement, nteror desgn and sustanable desgn. 
Ths thess researchs and explores desgn based on 
human body movement.
To desgn space, we frst need to understand what space 
s.  In Chapter 2, we understand that space s made 
of the three-dmensons plus tme, so desgnng space 
cannot only consder three dmensons, tme needs to 
be nvolved. How people use space over tme s very 
mportant.  In addton, we need to understand how we 
move n our daly lves, and what the extremes are of 
our movements.  To do so n ths thess, recordng both 
daly movement n a small space and dance movement 
was undertaken.  As mentoned n the ntroducton, the 
hypothess of ths thess s that dance movements can 
be seen as an extreme of body movement.  As part of 
the hypothess, f a space can accommodate dance 
movement, t can then accommodate all types of daly 
movement.  Fndng the balance between the extreme 
body movement and the lmted space becomes a major 
factor of the desgn.
The desgn chooses to shape each body movement 
space nto two extreme, daly and dance.  Daly space s 
seen as the mnmum space needed for the movement. 
On the other hand, dance space had been ncorporated 
wth central rotaton pont to form the maxmum needed 
space.  By combnng daly used space, dance space, 
and ndvdual rotaton pont together, the desgn found 
the maxmum space for daly movement.  However, 
due to lmted data, space s desgned for the exact 
movement.  Ths leads to the desgn to be not as 
accurate as expected. To mprove ths weakness, more 
movements need to be recorded n order to create the 
ultmate space for movement.  Transformaton between 
two space forms depends on the number of users wthn 
a room.  Ths allowed space to be effcently used and 
also to mantan the space.
Future exploration
There are two templates ths thess has provded. 
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One s the dgtal modelng process as a template for 
transformng body movement nto a physcal space. 
Dgtalzng body movement, tracng movement, and 
translatng nto physcal space allows future desgners 
to create spaces that are user-movement orented. 
Second s the dea of ndvdual rotaton pont.  Ths s 
a further development of Laban’s Knesphere dea.  It 
s broken down nto parts based on the man rotaton 
jonts on the body.  Ths allows desgners to apply a 
more detaled space around the human body, especally 
n dealng wth small spaces, every nch counts. 
By usng these two templates, a few drectons can be 
explored n the future.  Frst, as descrbed n desgn 
Opton 1, two or more shells can be located n one 
locaton.  Based on the movement made n that locaton, 
dfferent shells can be opened to accommodate the 
user’s movement.  Desgned as a modular system, one 
unt can be easly replaced by another.  Ths allows 
creatng maxmum effcency of the space. 
The second drecton s mentoned n desgn Opton 
3.  The shell can be transformed nto a thrd shape: 
furnture.  By usng the same structural foldng system, 
temporary furnture shapes can be embedded nto the 
foldng panels.  When both daly and dancng shell s not 
n use, t can be transformed nto furnture.  Ths allows 
more possblty to happen n one space. 
Thrd, by usng the same dea of shell transformaton, 
one shell can be desgned based on movement made 
wth multple users.  Smlar to recordng and applyng 
maxmum space to a sngle body, ths opton deals 
wth multple bodes n one shell.  The shell shrnks and 
expands accordng to the number of users n the space. 
It expands wth more users, and shrnks wth less users. 
Ths moves the desgn from personal to communty. 
Fourth, buldng nteror can also be desgned usng the 
two templates.  Even wthout transformaton, space can 
stll be desgned based on body movement.  By recordng 
the same type of movement a number of tmes, the space 
can be accurately analyzed.  For example, recordng 
bendng movement 10 tmes, each tme the movement 
s dfferent from the others.  Combnng all ten nto 
one, the space can accommodate 10 dfferent types of 
bendng.  The more data there s, the more accurate the 
space wll be.  Then one can create the maxmum space 
for daly use by applyng ndvdual rotaton pont nto 
the analyss.  Later, personal dstances and ndvdual 
space can be brought nto the analyss.  Last, all the 
analyzed space can be collected nto one to form the 
ultmate lvng space.  
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What I learned from the thesis?
The frst thng I learned durng the research were ways 
to understand space.  Physcal space s dfferent from 
psychologcal space.  When we are dealng wth one 
person, physcal space s usually the prorty of desgn. 
The person’s experence through space s the key to 
desgn.  On the other hand, n desgn wth multple users, 
psychologcal space becomes the key.  By lookng at 
research that has been done n the past relatng to 
personal space, t s easy to see that we tend to care 
more about the dstance between us and others.  One 
of the man focuses durng the research phase was to 
understand body movement and to be able to dentfy 
factors wthn a movement.  I have learned to see 
both physcal body movement and qualtes wthn the 
movement. 
All the explored structural systems were constructed wth 
one pece of paper.  Explorng these systems allowed 
me to see the possblty of constructng structure from 
a sngle plane.  Even though most of the systems were 
not able to be used n the fnal desgn, they can stll be 
optons for future exploraton. 
As mentoned durng the ntroducton, there s always 
a constant dscusson about archtecture desgn to be 
form follows functon or functon follows form.  Ths thess 
gave me an alternatve way to thnk about archtecture, 
form follows movement.  In addton to that, by usng the 
two templates, I am able to desgn alternatvely. 
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